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characterizing the structure and activity of next-generation 
heterogeneous catalysts will be critical to unlocking more sustainable 
reaction-driven processes. 

optimizing catalyst 
performance  
to support 
sustainability Goals

More effective reaction control has a vital role 
to play in our transition to a sustainable future. 
Catalysis can accelerate a reaction to make a new 

route viable or an existing process more efficient, as well 
as promote one reaction over another to reduce waste. 
Catalysts will play a role in tackling major issues such as 
energy consumption and environmental degradation. For 
example, the catalytic reduction of CO2 to fuels or chemical 
building blocks has the potential to recycle and valorize a 
problematic waste gas (1). Similarly, catalytic oxidation is 
a well-established technique for the removal of pollutants 
such as NOx and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from 
waste streams (2).
 Heterogeneous catalysts offer some inherent advantages 
over their homogeneous counterparts when it comes to 
improving sustainability. Heterogeneous catalysts are easy 
to separate from unreacted reagents and products, which 
reduces complexity and cost of separation processes. 
In addition, the catalysts themselves can deliver high 
performance over long lifetimes if they are regenerated 
appropriately. Despite these considerable advantages, 

reaction rates with heterogeneous catalysts tend to be 
slower. Developing heterogeneous catalysts with the 
reaction performance of homogeneous systems remains a 
longstanding goal.
 Choosing an optimal catalyst for an application and 
commercializing new, higher-performance heterogeneous 
catalysts relies on developing a detailed knowledge of the 
structure of the catalyst and exerting precise control over 
interactions at a molecular level. Effective characterization 
and testing techniques provide the information required to 
develop this understanding. 
 This article examines how to gather critical data to 
guide efficient and effective catalyst development. The 
article begins with a discussion of gas adsorption, which 
allows probing of the catalyst texture to determine key 
parameters such as specific surface area and number of 
active sites. It then explains how representative, pilot-scale 
tests under closely controlled conditions can be used for 
catalyst stability and lifespan testing. A key focus of the 
article is how different techniques fit together to provide the 
information required to drive progress. 
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an understanding of heterogeneous catalysis
 Industrial heterogeneous catalysts take a wide variety of 
forms, from fine particles to pellets to the larger honeycomb 
structures found in catalytic converters. While they may 
consist predominantly of active catalyst, such catalysts 
more commonly take the form of an active or bound metal 
dispersed across a support that has a high specific surface 
area. The characteristics of the active catalyst site and the 
support affect the heterogeneous reaction.
 Heterogeneous reactions proceed via five sequential 
processes:
 1. diffusion of the reactants to the catalyst surface 
 2. adsorption of the reactants onto the catalyst surface 
 3. reaction
 4. desorption of the products
 5. diffusion of the products away from the catalyst 
surface. 
 These steps highlight the complexity of heterogeneous 
catalysis relative to an analogous homogeneous system and 
the vital role of mass transfer. In a heterogeneous system 
consisting of fine particles, significant reaction may be 
associated with the external surface of the catalyst. However, 
typically, the surface area associated with the internal 
structure or porosity of the support dwarfs the external 
surface area. 
 Modern supports are selected and designed to have 
specific surface areas and pore sizes to control the delivery 
of reactant molecules to the active catalyst center and 
regulate local reactant concentrations. For example, with 
metal organic frameworks (MOFs), a relatively new  
class of materials with considerable potential as catalysts 
and supports, it is feasible to flexibly tune mesoporous  
and microporous structure and the size and functionality  
of pores (3). 
 At the active site, reactants physically and chemically 
adsorb onto the catalyst surface. Chemisorption involves 
the formation of chemical bonds between the catalyst 
surface and the reactant (e.g., hydrogen bonding) and is the 
precursor to reaction. This reaction takes place in a highly 
localized environment; therefore, localized hydrophilicity, 
hydrophobicity, and acidity, along with stereochemical 
effects, may impact activity and selectivity (4). Once the 
reaction is complete, the product — which is preferably only 
weakly adsorbed onto the catalyst surface — desorbs and 
diffuses back into the bulk fluid, leaving the catalyst intact.
 The fixed nature of the catalyst sites within a 
heterogeneous catalyst and the fact that reactants 
and products transfer to and from them will be a key 
advantage in building sustainable processes. At the end 
of a heterogeneously catalyzed reaction, the product is 
already in a different phase and detached from the catalyst. 
In contrast, a homogeneous catalyst may be intimately 

bound and mixed with the product, and separation and 
recovery may be a complex energy-consuming process that 
suffers appreciable levels of catalyst loss. An optimized 
heterogeneous catalyst virtually eliminates the need 
for complex catalyst recovery and may last for many 
conversion cycles, performing successfully for years with 
minimal loss. Gradual loss of activity may be addressed 
through regeneration, which, although it can be a relatively 
simple process, requires careful consideration during the 
catalyst development stage.
 As mentioned previously, heterogeneous catalysts 
tend to have lower reaction rates than their homogeneous 
counterparts. To exploit their full potential, the performance 
of heterogeneous catalysts will need to be improved, which 
can be achieved in part by: 
 • measuring surface area (5) to address the issue of 
catalyst dispersion and accessibility
 • quantifying the internal structure (6, 7) of the catalyst 
to elucidate and control reactant and product mass transfer 
 • characterizing active catalyst sites, especially in terms 
of their reactivity with reactants and other molecules that 
may be present
 • rigorously understanding potential deactivation 
mechanisms and how to reverse them.
 The following sections give an overview of the 
characterization tools used to understand and develop 
heterogeneous catalysts, the information they provide, 
and how to build a knowledge base for successful 
commercialization.
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physisorption
 Gas adsorption is a classical technique for catalyst 
characterization. Physisorption studies involve the use of 
a chemically inert gas sorbent such as nitrogen, krypton, 
or argon, which reversibly adsorbs to quantify defining 
physical characteristics such as surface area and porosity, 
parameters that define access to the catalyst site (Figure 1). 
 Sample degassing is the primary preparation step for a 
physisorption measurement. The sample is held at ambient 
temperature and connected to an evacuated gas manifold 
to remove any adsorbed contaminants from the sample 
surface. The manifold is then charged to a known pressure 
to introduce a defined quantity of sorbent into the apparatus 
(Figure 2). The quantity of gas is calculated from the gas 
law based on the (calibrated) volume of the manifold and 

measurements of temperature and pressure. The sample is 
cooled prior to measurement by immersing the sample tube 
in a cold bath, typically containing liquid nitrogen. 
 Connecting the sample tube to the manifold allows gas 
adsorption onto the surface of the sample, and pressure in 
the system re-equilibrates to a new value, pe. The number 
of moles of gas in the system, ne, can be determined from 
the gas law, given an appropriate knowledge of the larger 
volume (manifold + sample tube and associated tubing), the 
relative size of the warm and cold volumes of the sample 
cell or tube, and the temperature of each. The amount of gas 
adsorbed, nads, is calculated by difference. 
 One set of pe and nads values makes up a single point on 
the adsorption isotherm, a plot of quantity adsorbed versus 
relative pressure, where relative pressure is the equilibrium 
pressure over the sample, pe, divided by the saturated 
vapor pressure of the sorptive gas, p0. Additional points are 
produced by repeating the process at progressively higher 
pressures. Physisorption is a reversible process involving 
weak bonding with the sample surface, so desorption 
behavior can be studied in an analogous way by carrying out 
measurements at progressively lower pressures.
 The molecular processes that take place during 
physisorption and the resulting adsorption isotherms 
generate information about surface area and porosity 
(Figure 3). At low pressures, gas molecules adsorb on just 
a few sites across the surface of the sample (Stage 1 in 
Figure 3). As pressure increases, so does coverage, to the 
point where a complete monolayer forms (Stage 2). At 
relative pressures as low as ~0.1, multilayer coverage may 
begin as smaller pores are already starting to fill (Stage 3), 
and at a certain pressure there is sufficient gas to fill all of 
the pores (Stage 4). 
 The adsorption isotherms for three zeolites — ZSM-5, 
Beta, and Faujasite (Y) — demonstrate the significant 
interaction between the zeolite and a typical inert fluid such 
as argon (Figure 4) (8). Even at 0.001 relative pressure, large 
quantities (mmol/g) of gas are adsorbed. 
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 Microporosity (pore size <2 nm) is typically observed 
by examining the adsorption isotherm at these very low 
relative pressures. For crystalline microporous materials, 
the entrance to the pore is often referred to as the pore 
window; using adsorption to characterize these materials 
provides the size of the pore window. The relative pressure 
at which the argon is adsorbed to the zeolite and the regions 
of increasing nads are consistent with the pore window for 
these zeolites. ZSM-5 has pores approximately 0.53 nm, 
Beta has pores of around 0.65 nm, and Faujasite (Y) has 
pores of 0.74 nm. These materials feature similar surface 
chemistry and bulk composition, but the smaller pore 
windows enhance the interaction between the argon and the 
surface. This enhancement promotes sorption of argon at 
lower relative pressures. Examining the full isotherm reveals 
that as the pore window size increases, the relative pressure 
at which the pores fill with argon follows the same trend — 
the average relative pressures observed for pore filling is 
approximately 10–6 for ZSM-5, 10–4 for Beta, and 10–3 for Y. 
 The relationship between pore window size and relative 
pressure for the sorption enables modeling of the pore 
volume. The relationship between pore size and pore volume 
is commonly plotted as the frequency of pores (dV/dD) 
vs. pore size (D) (Figure 5) (8). Calculating pore size 
distributions has continually advanced from early models 
based on the capillary condensation and behavior of bulk 
fluids such as nitrogen or argon to modern methods that 
utilize molecular modeling to develop theoretical isotherms 
that consider surface heterogeneity, pore shape and size, 
and accurate properties of confined fluids. The pore size 
distributions for these three zeolites were calculated using 

model isotherms developed for alumino-silicates used for 
acid-catalyzed reactions. Pore size of a zeolite is a critical 
parameter that must be considered to realize the benefits 
of shape-selective catalysis in the geometrically tailored 
environment of a zeolite. 

chemisorption
 While the success of physisorption relies on selecting 
a sorbent that is inert with respect to the sample, 
chemisorption uses a chemically active sorbent to gather 
information about the active catalyst site. Selecting a 
sorbent that interacts solely with the active site of interest 
is therefore crucial. Researchers routinely choose hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide for this purpose. Gas sequencing is 
also an option, for example, a hydrogen-oxygen titration. 
The controlled dosing of a reactive gas to a sample can be 
implemented with a volumetric gas adsorption apparatus (as 
described earlier) to carry out chemisorption analyses and 
quantify the molecular interactions (Figure 6). 
 Chemisorption involves a strong, irreversible interaction 
between sorbent molecules and surface molecules of the 
active site and the formation of chemical bonds with the 
solid surface. It is a highly selective process that increases 
with increasing temperature and stops when access 
to the site is impeded. The key metric generated from 
chemisorption measurements, provided the stoichiometry of 
the surface interaction is known, is the number of accessible 
active sites.
 Chemisorption data can allow researchers to:
 • determine whether one catalyst has more active sites 
that are accessible than another
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 • differentiate the impact of a change with respect 
to increasing the activity of the same number of sites or 
increasing the number of sites, to support performance 
enhancement strategies
 • assess whether deactivation is associated with the loss 
of active sites or a reduction in activity across all sites to 
elucidate poisoning mechanisms.
 Furthermore, chemisorption measurements can also 
quantify a variety of other useful parameters, including:
 • active surface area
 • metal dispersion — the ratio of the number of active 
metal atoms to the total amount of metal in the catalyst
 • active particle or crystallite size, assuming a regular 
geometry. 
 The chemisorption experiments described thus far 
involve static equilibrium gas adsorption, but dynamic 
chemisorption analysis is also widely applied. A basic 
dynamic system consists of: a precise gas control system, to 
accurately meter the flow of gas into the system; temperature 
and pressure control to maintain the sample under well-
defined conditions; and a detector, typically a thermal 
conductivity detector (TCD), to monitor the changes in gas 
composition associated with adsorption. 
 The measurement principle 
remains essentially the same — i.e., 
detecting adsorption by difference 
— but characterization is typically 
carried out using the technique of pulse 
chemisorption, which can be a faster, 
easier alternative to volumetric gas 
adsorption. With pulse chemisorption, as 
the name suggests, pulses of chemically 
active sorbent are introduced as the sample 
is held under an inert gas flow and uptake 
of the reactive gas is monitored in real-
time by a composition analyzer. 
 Systems specified for dynamic 
chemisorption also offer the capability 
for temperature-programmed analyses, 
an additional, powerful tool for catalyst 
characterization. Such analyses include 
temperature-programmed reduction 
(TPR), temperature-programmed 
oxidation (TPO), and temperature-
programmed desorption (TPD). In these 
analyses, the composition of the flowing 
gas is monitored during a well-defined 
temperature change. For TPR and TPO 
analyses, gas composition is controlled 
to maintain a reductive or oxidative 
atmosphere, respectively. In TPD, the 
desorption of gas from the sample 

surface is monitored as a function of temperature. 
 Data from temperature-programmed experiments can  
be extremely helpful in elucidating reaction mechanisms 
and catalyst performance. For example, TPR can be  
used to investigate the influence of support materials, 
pretreatment procedures, and promotors on the reducibility 
of the catalyst surface, which can in turn directly impact 
reaction performance (9).

screening trials
 The preceding techniques directly support a knowledge-
led approach to the development of a high-performance 
catalytic system, but the proof of that performance is 
ultimately how the catalyst behaves with respect to the 
reaction system for which it will be used. Representative 
screening with minimal amounts of catalyst is highly 
desirable, since availability may be scarce and costs high. 
This is where microreactors have a role to play, but the 
design and construction of a suitable system can be a 
significant challenge. Off-the-shelf solutions are often the 
most cost-effective choice (Figure 7).
 Microreactor screening systems contain small tubular 
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reactor(s) with diameters of around just 10 mm, so testing 
can proceed with just a few grams of catalyst. Temperature 
control is critical. Ceramic fiber furnaces offer the very  
low thermal inertia required for responsive temperature 
control up to the high temperatures required (~1,000°C 
depending on the chemistry of interest). Rapid heat-up  
with minimal overshoot is highly desirable. Accurate 
pressure control is equally crucial, potentially up to 
pressures in the region of 100–200 bar, depending on the 
process under investigation.
 In a microreactor, the catalyst is tested under the 
conditions that it will endure during use to generate a mass 
balance for the reacting system, which requires:
 • precise metering of all gas feeds, which are typically 
under mass flow control
 • pumped delivery of any liquid feed, often at very low 
volumetric flowrates
 • the capture and splitting of condensable and gaseous 
products
 • rapid compositional analysis of the exiting products.
 Maintaining feeds and the reactor in a hot box at 
a temperature in the region of around 200°C avoids 
condensation in the gas delivery system. Liquid feeds are 
typically vaporized and mixed with reactant gases in the hot 
box prior to their introduction into the reactor. 
 Figure 8 demonstrates the type of data that can be 
collected from microreactor trials. The valorization of 
glycerol to allyl alcohols is a demanding reaction that 
requires precise control of both liquid (glycerol) and gas 
(hydrogen) feeds and produces a mixture of products (10). 
Several operational parameters were evaluated to map the 
performance of a catalyst for the valorization, including:  
(a) reaction temperature, (b) hydrogen partial pressure,  
(c) weight hourly space velocity (WHSV), (d) and  
time on-stream.
 Before products can be analyzed, streams that contain 
both liquids and gases must pass through a low-volume 
separator. The condensate and gaseous products (or 
unreacted feeds) are typically analyzed by liquid and gas 
chromatography (LC and GC), respectively; online mass 
spectrometry is a faster, more responsive alternative that 
some vendors offer. 
 Microreactors enable the determination of the rate of 
reaction and can quantify turnover frequency (TOF), a 
performance-defining parameter. TOF is the number of moles 
of reactant converted into the desired product by each active 
site per hour. It is calculated from the rate of reaction and 
the number of active sites (as quantified by chemisorption). 
TOF directly quantifies reaction productivity in a way that 
the number of active sites cannot. A catalyst with more active 
sites will not necessarily be more productive for a given 
reaction. TOF is therefore extremely valuable for the direct 
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comparison of alternative catalyst candidates.
 Screening trials with a microreactor make the 
representative testing of catalysts far more accessible 
in terms of cost and logistics than pilot-scale trials that 
may require around 5–20 kg of catalyst. Furthermore, 
with appropriate configuration, it is possible to extend 
the application of microreactors to the detailed study 
of deactivation and regeneration. For example, dual 
microreactors can be operated in parallel or in series to 
study regeneration strategies. Complementary accessories 
can allow researchers to integrate chemisorption and 
microreactor studies to elucidate the impact of a reaction 
on catalyst activity. Such testing is helpful in determining 
reaction conditions that will maintain catalyst activity and in 
investigating deactivation mechanisms. 
 In summary, microreactor studies generate the TOF, 
yield, activity, and selectivity data required for the robust 
evaluation and comparison of catalysts for a specific 
application. They also enable the investigation of significant 
issues such as catalyst stability and lifetime and regeneration 
strategies. The resulting information directly supports 
cost-efficient catalyst development and provides a secure 
foundation for pilot-plant studies.

toward commercialization:  
pilot-plant studies and the challenge of scale-up
 To move forward with heterogeneous catalyst 
candidates, two facets of scale up must be considered: 
commercial manufacture of the catalyst and behavior of the 
catalyst within an integrated process.
 In a research laboratory, heterogeneous catalysts tend 
to be used in powder form. These research catalysts can 
be differentiated from industrial or technical catalysts that 
are shaped and structured to perform successfully in a 
commercial-scale fixed or fluidized bed (11). In addition to 
the support and active component that constitute a research 
catalyst, a technical catalyst may incorporate additives 
such as fillers, binders, porogens, plasticizers, lubricants, 
and/or modifiers. These additives may facilitate the 
catalyst manufacturing process, maintain catalyst longevity 
or physical stability, deliver key process performance 
characteristics such as pressure drop across the reactor bed, 
or otherwise help to optimize the potential of a promising 
laboratory candidate for a specific process. 
 Scale-up of the catalyst can directly impact mass 
transfer and the accessibility of catalyst sites. Porosity 
and surface area measurements remain critical throughout 
catalyst development. However, the catalyst must ultimately 
be tested in pilot-plant studies. These not only afford an 
opportunity to test the catalyst in the form in which it will be 
used, in a reactor with representative geometry, but also to 
generate a wealth of additional information that significantly 

reduces the risks associated with commercialization. In 
particular, pilot studies at an appropriate scale can (12–14):
 • address concerns about heat transfer. As reactor scale 
increases, the surface-area-to-volume ratio decreases, which 
increases the potential for poor thermal management and, in 
the worst case, reaction runaway. Pilot-scale studies can be 
the best way to generate the information required to secure a 
robust commercial-scale heat balance.
 • investigate the impact of feedstock impurities. The 
gases (and liquids) used in a laboratory tend to be of higher 
purity than commercial feedstocks. Trials with realistic 
feedstocks enable rigorous assessment of the potential for 
catalyst poisoning or unforeseen side reactions.
 • assess the rate of corrosion. The cost penalties 
associated with using a more expensive material of 
construction than required are considerable. Testing over 
many hours under representative conditions enables the 
quantification of corrosion rates and determines the impact 
of corrosion metals on catalyst performance.
 • help establish recycling strategies. If a commercial 
process will incorporate recycle streams, pilot studies 
elucidate requirements for any purge or bleed streams to 
maintain reaction performance.
 The complexity of pilot plant design is often 
underappreciated. Heterogeneous catalysis is widely 
used for production of bulk chemicals and oil processing 
applications, which makes large-scale pilot studies highly 
desirable. Heterogeneous reactors present a complex 
scale-up challenge, primarily because of exacting 
requirements for mass transfer and the difficulty of modeling 
and/or predicting exactly how they will scale. Thus, it 
can be beneficial to solicit help from companies that are 
experienced in scaling up from microreactor trials. 

in conclusion
 Understanding the information that can be gathered 
with different characterization techniques and testing 
strategies is the key to choosing the optimal heterogeneous 
catalyst for a specific application. While pilot studies 
remain an essential element of most catalyst development 
cycles, the effective use of physisorption, chemisorption, 
temperature-programmed analyses, and microreactor 
trials can transform their efficiency. Lab-scale testing 
with small quantities of catalyst is relatively inexpensive 
and can generate the knowledge required to develop a 
robust understanding of catalyst behavior and optimize 
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performance. Such knowledge supports better industrial 
catalyst and pilot plant design, shorter and more-targeted 
pilot-scale studies, and educated analysis of the resulting 
data. The characterization techniques and scale-up expertise 
associated with heterogeneous catalysis have advanced 
considerably in recent years, creating a strong foundation 
for the further advancement of this critical technology for 
sustainable processing.
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CEP

From entry-level hires to senior management 
positions, AIChE is your pipeline to the most qualified 
candidates in every field of chemical engineering. 
Take advantage of these AIChE channels to connect 
with quality chemical engineers who can help your 
company or department prosper and grow.

•  CEP Recruitment Classifieds — Target the most 
qualified candidates and increase your company’s 
visibility in AIChE’s flagship magazine

•  Virtual Career Fairs — Meet hundreds of candidates 
at all stages of their careers without ever leaving 
your desk

•  CareerEngineer® — Post jobs, view résumés and 
prescreen candidates on the leading e-recruitment 
job board for chemical engineers

•  Conferences — Have intimate conversations with 
attendees, a great way to reach passive job seekers

For details about AIChE recruitment products, 
visit www.aiche.org/recruitment.

Contact sales@aiche.org to learn more.

PUT THE POWER 
OF AIChE® 
RECRUITMENT 
CHANNELS TO
WORK FOR YOU
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Refining • Precious Metals • Recycling

Precious Metals
Edelmetale
Metale te cmuar
Qiymətli Metallar
Metal preziatuak
Dragoceni metali
Metalls preciosos
Bililhon nga Mga Metals
Zitsulo Zamtengo Wapatali
贵金属
Metalli Preziosi
Dragocjeni metali
Drahé kovy
Værdifulde metaller
Kostbare metalen
Altvaloraj Metaloj
Väärismetallid
Mahalagang Metals
Jalometallit
Métaux Précieux
Edelmetalen
Metais preciosos
Edelmetalle
Metali presye
Karfe mai daraja
Nā Metala kūpono
Lub Neej Zoo Nkauj
Nemesfémek
Dýrmæt málm
Alsdị ọla dị oké ọnụ ahịa
Logam Berharga
Metalli preziosi
貴金属
Metals Logam
귀금속
Metayên hêja
nobilis metalli
Dārgmetāli
Taurieji metalai
Metaly sarobidy
Logam Berharga
Metalli prezzjużi
Metara Raraemi
Edelmetaller
Drogocenne metale
Metais preciosos
Metale prețioase
O Metotia Taua
Meatailtean luachmhor
Metali ea Bohlokoa
Metals anokosha
Drahé kovy
Plemenite kovine
Birta Qaaliga ah
Metales preciosos
Logam lumayan
Vyuma vya Thamani
Ädelmetaller
Değerli Metaller

It doesn’t matter what you know,  
until you know what matters. 

Sustainability
Platinum Group Metals (PGMs) remain at the forefront, the absolute 
cutting edge, of Conservation, Energy Production and World Health,  
and demand for PGMs is expected to increase for decades to come.

Sabin Metal Corp. is dedicated to recycling and refining these valuable 
metals from industrial by-products and 
wastes efficiently and sustainably, returning 
the maximum amount of these assets to our 
clients for industrial re-use. 

If you’d like to learn more about sustainability 
at Sabin, or any Precious Metal matters, 
please visit our PM 101 section at 
sabinmetal.com.


